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ABSTRACT
The goal of jointly providing efficiency and fairness in wireless
networks can be seen as the problem of maximizing a given utility
function. In contrast with wired networks, the capacity of wire-
less networks is typically time-varying and not known explicitly.
Hence, as the capacity region is impossible to know or measure
exactly, existing scheduling schemes either under-estimate it and
are too conservative, or they over-estimate it and suffer from con-
gestion collapse. We propose a new adaptive algorithm, called En-
hance & Explore (E&E). It maximizes the utility of the network
without requiring any explicit characterization of the capacity re-
gion. E&E works above the MAC layer and it does not demand
any modification to the existing networking stack.

We first evaluate our algorithm theoretically and we prove that
it converges to a state of optimal utility. We then evaluate the per-
formance of the algorithm in a WLAN setting, using both simula-
tions and real measurements on a testbed composed of IEEE 802.11
wireless routers.

Finally, we investigate a wireless mesh network setting and we
find that, when coupled with an efficient mechanism for congestion-
control, the E&E algorithm greatly increases the utility achieved by
multi-hop networks as well.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design—Wireless Communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Measurement, Performance, Theory

1. INTRODUCTION
Two key objectives in networking are to design systems that (i)

deliver high throughput to the users and that (ii) achieve a certain
level of fairness between the different flows. Previous work shows
that the tradeoff between fairness and efficiency can be captured
mathematically by a utility function [6], where the best possible
operating point of the system is found by solving a maximization
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Figure 1: Illustration of the fairness problem occurring when
different rates are used within a WLAN. Even though flow F1

operates at 11 Mb/s and flow F2 at 1 Mb/s, flows F1 obtains the
smallest throughput. Our measurements show that this rate
anomaly problem occurs both with UDP (left) and TCP (right).

problem. However, the techniques for solving this maximization
problem usually require that the network capacity is known and
time-invariant. Although these two assumptions may hold true in
wired networks, the situation completely differs in practical wire-
less environments where the network capacity is not only time-
varying, but also difficult to estimate on-the-fly [20].

In order to circumvent the difficult evaluation of capacity, this
paper proposes a new practical and adaptive algorithm that pro-
vides fairness and efficiency (i.e., maximizes a given utility func-
tion) without knowing the capacity region. We show that our utility
maximization algorithm, called Enhance & Explore (E&E), finds
applications both in single-hop settings (e.g., WLANs) and multi-
hop settings (e.g., wireless mesh networks).

In single-hop setups, the poor performance of the widely used
IEEE 802.11 protocol is already visible in a simple 2-flow scenario.
Figure 1 presents experimental evidence of a serious issue of the
protocol known as the rate anomaly problem [12]. In this setting,
two nodes (nodes 1 and 2) send traffic to the gateway (GW) using
physical layer rates of respectively 1 Mb/s and 11 Mb/s. Interest-
ingly, the node with the highest physical rate receives the smallest
throughput. Although the situation slightly improves when using
TCP (as compared to saturated UDP), it still remains far from effi-
cient: for instance, in the sense of proportional fairness, where both
flows should share the air time equally (i.e., each flow should get
approximately half of the throughput that it obtains when transmit-
ting in isolation). To overcome this problem, a possible direction is



to design algorithms that appropriately rate-limit the sources so that
the system operates at its optimal point according to a utility func-
tion. Given that the traffic demand at the sources and the rate region
(namely, the set of rates that the system can sustain simultaneously)
are generally unknown and time-varying, it is impossible to com-
pute a priori this optimal rate allocation. Instead, we propose an
adaptive algorithm that (i) provably converges to the optimal al-
location, (ii) naturally adapts to time-varying conditions, and (iii)
does not require any changes in the networking stack. We focus on
networks with one gateway (although a trivial extension to multiple
gateways is discussed in Section 3.4). In this case, our algorithm
uses the fact that all the traffic goes through the gateway. The gate-
way is therefore aware of the utility achieved by the system at any
point in time, and it can try new rate allocations and test whether
they are feasible (i.e., whether the achieved throughput corresponds
to the allocated rate). Based on this observation, we design the
Enhance & Explore algorithm that alternates between (i) enhance
phases that try to improve the utility of the network, and (ii) explore
phases that find rate allocations, within the unknown capacity re-
gion, that achieve this targeted utility.

In multi-hop scenarios the inter-flow fairness problem persists
and it is even coupled with an intra-flow congestion-control prob-
lem. Addressing congestion and ensuring stability with distributed
access mechanisms in multi-hop networks has received much at-
tention since the seminal work of Tassiulas et al. [23]. Recent solid
analytical works [5, 10, 17, 22, 27, 29] on network stability require
the knowledge of the capacity region of the network in order for
sources to send at a rate within this region and avoid congestion col-
lapse. In addition, their practical evaluation remains a hard problem
due to their requirements for changes that are incompatible with ex-
isting wireless network interface controllers (NIC). Recent efforts
that implement hop-by-hop congestion control schemes [3, 26] use
the contention window parameter CWmin of IEEE 802.11. How-
ever, this interferes with the regular operation of the MAC. Instead,
we follow a passive approach to perform congestion control at layer
2.5 (i.e., no interactions with the MAC) without any form of mes-
sage passing.

Our main contributions in this paper are:

• a utility maximization algorithm for WLANs;

• a combined mechanism for joint utility maximization and
congestion control in wireless mesh networks.

The novelties in our mechanism are that (i) it does not require
knowledge of the rate region, (ii) it uses almost no message passing
(and no piggy-backing) regardless of the size of the multi-hop net-
work, (iii) it is completely transparent to the rest of the networking
stack and (iv) it performs reliably for any traffic input rate at the
sources.

We show analytically that the E&E algorithm converges to a
point of optimal utility in the single-hop network topology. In ad-
dition, we implement our schemes both in the ns-3 simulator and in
a 9-node testbed. We evaluate several scenarios that cover both the
utility and congestion-control aspects, and our experiments show
excellent performance both in single-hop and multi-hop networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The prob-
lem statement and necessary background is contained in Section 2.
The E&E algorithm is presented in Section 3 along with a formal
convergence proof. The extension to multi-hop scenarios with the
additional congestion-control problem is discussed in Section 4.
The practical evaluations of the E&E algorithm and the congestion-
control mechanism are performed using both experiments in Sec-
tion 5 and simulations in Section 6. Finally, after discussing related
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Figure 2: We consider two topologies for our evaluation: a
single-hop WLAN topology and a multi-hop mesh topology.

work in Section 7, we conclude by summarizing our findings in
Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND AND MODEL
We consider scenarios where several wireless nodes communi-

cate with one gateway (an extension to scenarios with multiple
gateways is discussed in Section 3.4). The nodes can typically
be home wireless equipments, or access points serving clients in
a Wireless Mesh Network (WMN). In the WMN setting, not all
the nodes directly communicate with the gateway, as some of them
may be several hops away. We assume that the topology is a tree
that is rooted at the gateway, and that the routes are known by the
nodes. A typical setup is depicted in Figure 2.

We consider a single-antenna setup with all the nodes set to the
same channel. In WMNs, the access points may possess one extra
wireless interface to serve clients in an orthogonal channel, but all
the access points use the same channel to communicate together
(i.e., in the backbone of the mesh).

Finding an optimal schedule for the downstream traffic (from the
gateway to the nodes) is a well-known problem that can be directly
solved by using weighted fair queuing at the gateway [7]. As the
solution to the downstream problem already exists, we focus on
upstream traffic. In this case, the distributed coordination of several
sources is challenging, because they are not aware of each other’s
state.

Before describing the algorithm, we introduce a few definitions:

• A flow is the set of all packets exchanged between a source
and a destination in the wireless network. Here, the destina-
tion is always the gateway and the source can be any wireless
node of the network. Therefore, a flow is uniquely identified
by the IP address of the wireless node from which it em-
anates. In WMNs, we take the source of a flow to be the
access point that serves this flow, and not the end-client from
which it emanates. This ensures scalability as the number of
flows remains bounded by the number of access points in the
mesh. In WLANs (i.e., single-hop networks) the number of
flows is upper-bounded by the number of clients connected
to the gateway. We denote by F the number of flows present
in the system.

• The gateway uses time slots that are indexed by n ∈ N
and that correspond to the time duration during which (i) the
throughputs of the flows are measured and averaged by the
gateway, and (ii) a given rate allocation is enforced (the rates
are chosen by the gateway at the beginning of each slot n).

• The rate allocation vector is denoted by ~ρ[n] ∈ RF
+ and its

entries ρi[n] are the rates given to the rate limiters for each
of the F flows of the system.
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Figure 3: Rate control mechanism at node j. Each flow i has a
dedicated queue and a rate limiter ρj

i that limits its rate (note
that, for the sake of the example, all the F flows are going
through node j. In the general setting, only a subset of the
F flows go through each node). A round-robin (RR) scheduler
connects the rate limiters to the MAC queue.

• The throughput vector is denoted by ~x[n] ∈ RF
+ and its en-

tries xi[n] are the throughputs actually achieved by the flows.

• The rate region is denoted by Λ[n] and it is the set of all
throughputs ~x[n] that are achievable by the network.

• The flow utility function ui(·) : R+ → R+ captures the
utility of the i-th flow. We assume that for all i, ui(·) is con-
tinuously differentiable, strictly increasing and non-negative
(i.e., ui(xi[n]) ≥ 0).

• The network utility function U(·) : RF
+ → R+ captures the

utility of the entire system (i.e., of all F flows);

U(~x[n]) =
F

X

i=1

ui(xi[n]).

Two typical examples of utility functions are proportional
fairness:

Uprop(~x[n]) =
F

X

i=1

ln(xi[n] + 1), (1)

and throughput maximization:

Umax(~x[n]) =
F

X

i=1

xi[n]. (2)

Note that maximizing proportional fairness is equivalent to
maximizing the products of the throughputs achieved by the
flows.

• The level set L(µ[n]) : R+ → RF
+ is the set of all rates

having utility µ[n], that is,

L(µ[n]) = {~x[n] : ~x[n] ∈ RF
+, U(~x[n]) = µ[n]}.

Our rate-control mechanism operates between the layer 2 (MAC)
and the layer 3 (IP). As shown in Figure 3, each node j (except the
gateway) maintains one IP queue per flow i. The output of each
queue i is attached to a rate limiter ρj

i that throttles the output of
the queue at a given rate1. Finally, the rate limiters are scheduled
to the MAC queue in a round-robin fashion.

1We use the word rate to denote any kind of bitrate. In our imple-
mentation, we represent the rates in packets per second for conve-
nience. This should not be confused with the underlying modula-
tion rate used by the physical layer.

3. E&E ALGORITHM IN SINGLE-HOP
In this section, we first describe the E&E algorithm in a single-

hop setup, where several nodes directly send traffic to one single
gateway. We then discuss an extension to multiple gateways and
we defer the discussion of multi-hop networks to Section 4 where
we introduce the congestion problem.

3.1 High-Level Description
In the WLAN setting, the gateway is the end-point of all traffic,

it thus knows the throughput achieved by each flow at every point
in time. The global throughput information present at the gateway
makes it the ideal location to run a utility maximization algorithm.
The E&E algorithm maximizes the network utility without a pri-
ori knowing the capacity region by using the following iterative
approach:

1. The gateway selects a rate allocation ~ρ[n] and it broadcasts
its decision to the one-hop nodes.

2. The one-hop nodes apply the allocation ~ρ[n] to their rate lim-
iters.

3. The gateway measures the throughput ~x[n] that is actually
achieved by the flows.

4. From this observation, the gateway discovers if the rate ~ρ[n]
is feasible (~ρ[n] ∈ Λ) and selects a new, hopefully better,
allocation. Then the process repeats.

In this process, the main challenge for the gateway is to find rate
allocations that increase the achieved utility and that are feasible.
To this end, the algorithm consists in a succession of so-called en-
hance and explore phases:

• During an enhance phase, the algorithm chooses the next
targeted utility µ[n] that it will aim to achieve. To do so, it
computes a gradient ascent of the utility function calculated
from the current allocation point. This gives the next rate
allocation ~ρ[n] (such that µ[n] = U(~ρ[n])). From our defi-
nition of the level set L(µ[n]), the utility µ[n] determines a
subset of rate allocations. Note that the targeted utility µ[n]
is always higher than the utility of the current allocation (due
to the gradient ascent). In case no feasible allocation achiev-
ing the utility µ[n] is found, the size of the gradient ascent
is gradually decreased. At the end of the enhance phase, an
explore phase follows.

• During an explore phase, the algorithm measures the through-
put ~x[n−1] achieved during the previous slot in order to dis-
cover whether the allocation ~ρ[n − 1] is feasible or not. To
do so, it tests if ~x[n− 1] = ~ρ[n− 1].
If the test succeeds, the algorithm goes to the enhance phase
(where the size of the next gradient ascent is α).
Otherwise, the gateway randomly selects a new allocation
~ρ[n] in the level set L(µ[n]) (with the constraint that all the
points in L(µ[n]) have a positive Lebesgue measure). It then
performs a new explore phase in the next time slot. Finally,
if no feasible allocation is discovered after at most T explore
phases, the algorithm goes back to the enhance phase and it
halves the size of the next gradient ascent.

In the next subsections, we describe E&E in detail and provide a
proof of its convergence to a rate allocation that achieves the opti-
mal utility.



3.2 E&E Algorithm
The pseudo-code of the Enhance & Explore algorithm is speci-

fied in Algorithm 1. It uses the following parameters:

• The last stable assignment vector ~r[n] ∈ RF
+ records the

best feasible allocation discovered by the gateway at time n.
More precisely, at any time slot n, we have ~r[n] = ~ρ[n− k],
with k = min{k | ~ρ[n− k] = ~x[n− k]}.

• The step size α ∈ R+ is the size of the gradient ascent per-
formed in the enhance phase directly after the discovery of a
new feasible allocation.

• The trial limit T ∈ N∗ is the maximal number of allocations
drawn from a given level set L(µ) (i.e., the maximal number
of successive explore phases).

Algorithm 1 E&E algorithm at the gateway
1: At time slot 0:
2: measure ~x[0], the throughput delivered by the MAC
3: start the algorithm from the allocation ~ρ[0] = ~x[0]
4: store the last stable assignment ~r[0] = ~ρ[0]
5: store the gradient ascent ~g[0] = ~ρ[0]
6: store the achieved utility µ[0] = U(~ρ[0])
7: wait for next time slot (0→ 1)
8: go to Enhance phase
9:

10: Enhance phase: (find the next targeted level set)
11: if ~x[n− 1] = ~ρ[n− 1] then

12: ~g[n] = ~r[n− 1] + α
−−−−−−−−−→
5U(~r[n−1])

‖
−−−−−−−−−→
5U(~r[n−1])‖

13: else
14: ~g[n] = (~g[n− 1] + ~r[n− 1])/2
15: end if
16: µ[n] = U(~g[n])
17: ~ρ[n] = ~g[n]
18: broadcast one packet containing the allocation ~ρ[n]
19: wait for next time slot (n→ n + 1)
20: go to Explore phase
21:
22: Explore phase: (find new allocation in the level set)
23: measure the throughput ~x[n] obtained during slot n
24: if ~x[n− 1] = ~ρ[n− 1] then
25: update the last stable assignment ~r[n] = ~ρ[n− 1]
26: go to Enhance phase
27: else
28: keep previous last stable assignment: ~r[n] = ~r[n− 1]
29: keep previous gradient ascent: ~g[n] = ~g[n− 1]
30: keep previous targeted level set: µ[n] = µ[n− 1]
31: pick allocation ~ρ[n] randomly in level set L(µ[n])
32: broadcast one packet containing the allocation ~ρ[n]
33: wait for next time slot (n→ n + 1)
34: repeat Explore phase at most T times, then move to En-

hance phase.
35: end if

The algorithm starts from the throughput allocation given by the
underlying MAC (lines 2-6). It then moves to an enhance phase
that selects the next targeted utility µ[n] and this utility completely
determines the next targeted level set L(µ[n]). We note that the
determination of the next utility depends on whether the previous
rate allocation is feasible (~x[n − 1] = ~ρ[n − 1]) or not. In case
it is feasible, the utility µ[n] is obtained by performing a full-size

gradient ascent (line 12). Otherwise, the size of the gradient ascent,
starting from the last stable allocation ~r[n], is halved (line 14). Fi-
nally, after having determined the level set L(µ[n]), the algorithm
moves to an explore phase.

In the explore phase, the algorithm starts by evaluating the fea-
sibility of the rate allocation ~ρ[n − 1] (lines 23-24). We empha-
size that our model does not capture the packet losses due to the
link-variability of the wireless medium. Therefore, in our analyti-
cal study, the condition ~x[n − 1] = ~ρ[n − 1] (lines 11 and 24) is
true if and only if ~ρ[n − 1] ∈ Λ. In the practical implementation,
however, we need to cope with the possible packet losses due to
channel variability and we do so by allowing for a margin δ in our
feasibility-test (i.e., testing for |ρi[n− 1]− xi[n− 1]| < δ for all
i instead).
If the test succeeds, it means that the algorithm found a feasible
allocation in the level set L(µ[n − 1]). Hence, the last stable al-
location ~r[n] is updated (line 25) and the algorithm moves to an
enhance phase to select a new target utility µ[n].
If the feasibility-test of line 24 fails, the algorithm randomly selects
a new rate allocation in the level set L(µ[n]) and it repeats an ex-
plore phase in the next time slot (lines 28-33). In case the explore
phases are repeated T times successively (i.e., no new feasible al-
location is discovered), the algorithm does not repeat an additional
explore phase. Instead it moves to the enhance phase and decreases
the size of the gradient ascent.

There are multiple distributions of probabilities that can be used
in the random selection process (line 31) in order to satisfy the
requirement of a positive Lebesgue measure. In our implementa-
tion, we use a pseudo-Gaussian distribution of standard deviation σ
(the exact procedure is described in the Appendix). We follow this
approach because it allows to control the desired level of risk aver-
sion taken during the explore phase. A small σ (high risk aversion)
means that the future allocations ~ρ[n] are more likely to remain
close to ~r[n], the best known allocation at time n. On the contrary,
a large σ (low risk aversion) allows to explore more often alloca-
tions ~ρ[n] that are further away from ~r[n]. The advantage of the
first strategy is that it is more likely to result in an actual through-
put ~x[n] close to ~r[n]. However, it is also more likely to remain
locked in a local optimum for a longer (albeit finite) period of time.
The second strategy does not suffer this drawback, but it may re-
sult in larger variations of throughput ~x[n] by trying allocations far
from ~r[n] that are not feasible.

3.3 Convergence Analysis
In this section, we show that the E&E algorithm converges to an

optimal allocation. We formally prove that it yields an allocation
whose utility is the best possible given the underlying MAC layer.

For the sake of analysis, we impose the two following constraints
on the rate region Λ[n]:

• Λ[n] is constant with time (i.e., Λ[n] = Λ). This hypothesis
is necessary for the convergence analysis, because there can-
not be convergence to an optimum that is always changing in
time. We show that given a fixed but unknown rate region,
the algorithm finds an allocation delivering the best possible
utility. However, the result holds for any initial condition
and therefore, in real systems, the algorithm keeps adapting
to any change in the rate region.

• Λ is coordinate-convex2. This is an extremely reasonable

2A set S ∈ RF
+ is coordinate-convex when the following is true: if

~b ∈ S, then for all ~a : ~0 ≤ ~a ≤ ~b, ~a ∈ S, with ≤ denoting the
component-wise comparison.



assumption for a rate region: given a feasible allocation, de-
creasing one or several rates still yields a feasible allocation.

The convergence of the E&E algorithm follows from the two fol-
lowing lemmas. Lemma 3.1 first states that the intersection of any
level set involved in line 31 of the algorithm with the rate region has
a non zero probability to be visited by an explore phase. Lemma 3.2
states that such a region of the rate space is eventually almost surely
discovered by the explore phase. Finally, Theorem 3.1 wraps these
two facts together and establishes the convergence of the algorithm
to a point of optimal utility.

LEMMA 3.1. For any µ < U∗, the intersection L(µ) ∩ Λ has
a non-zero (F − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Proof: Take a point ~x∗ ∈ Λ such that the utility function at this
point is equal to the optimal utility, U(~x∗) = U∗, and consider the
set

C = {~y : yi < x∗
i for all i = 1, . . . , F}.

It is clear that due to the continuity of the functions ui, the func-
tion U on the set C takes every value between 0 and U∗. Indeed,
assume that it does not hold, i.e. sup~y∈C U(~y) < U∗. Take a se-
quence {~yn} such that ~yn ∈ C for all n and ~yn → ~x∗ as n→∞.
Then, due to the continuity of the functions ui (and hence, of U ),
it should hold that

U(~yn)→ U∗.

Whereas,

lim
n→∞

U(~yn) ≤ sup
~y∈C

U(~y) < U∗,

which leads to a contradiction.
Note also that any point from the set C is not on the boundary

of Λ. Indeed, as Λ is coordinate-convex, we have

C = {~y : yi ≤ x∗
i for all i = 1, . . . , F} ⊆ Λ,

and, clearly, for any point ~y ∈ C, there exists an ε > 0 such that

B(~y, ε) ⊆ C,

where B(~y, ε) is a ball with the center at ~y and radius ε
Take any µ < U∗. There exists a point ~y ∈ C and a positive

number ε such that U(~y) = µ and

B(~y, ε) ⊆ C ⊆ Λ.

As the level set L(µ) contains the point ~y and the function U is con-
tinuous, clearly, the intersection of the level set L(µ) with B(~y, ε)
has a positive (F − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that at slot n the allocation is ~r[n], and
let µ′ > U(~r[n]). If L(µ′)∩Λ has a non-zero (F−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue measure, then, with probability one, there exists a k <∞
such that U(~r[n + k]) > U(~r[n]). In other words, the algorithm
eventually discovers an allocation with higher utility, if such an
allocation exists.

Proof: This is obvious due to the construction of the explore phase
of the algorithm and to the previous lemma: the (F−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue measure of L(µ′) ∩ Λ is positive, and the algorithm
makes an unbounded number of attempts to discover it. Assuming
the converse to the statement of the lemma would lead to a trivial
contradiction.

THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the capacity region Λ is fixed and
coordinate-convex. Then the E&E algorithm guarantees that, for
any initial rate allocation ~r[0], the utility of the last stable alloca-
tion ~r[n] converges to the maximal utility for n→∞.

Proof: Note that, by construction of the algorithm,

U(~r[n + 1]) ≥ U(~r[n])

and that

U(~r[n]) ≤ U∗

for every n. Hence, the sequence {U(~r[n])} is non-decreasing
and bounded from above, which yields the existence of U∗∗ such
that U(~r[n]) → U∗∗. Clearly, U∗∗ ≤ U∗. Assuming that U∗∗ <
U∗ would immediately contradict Lemma 3.2, hence U∗∗ = U∗.

3.4 Extension to Multiple Gateways
When more than one gateway is used to serve flows that have

dependent rate regions, the E&E algorithm can still be applied dis-
tributively by the gateways. If all the gateways are connected to a
wired network (which is the case if they belong to the same admin-
istrative domain, or if they are connected to the Internet), they can
collaborate, elect one of them as a leader, and run the E&E algo-
rithm unmodified at the leader. In this case, all the other gateways
report their throughputs ~x[n − 1] to the leader at the beginning of
time slot n, and the leader replies with the rate allocation ~ρ[n] that
is in turn broadcasted by the gateways on the wireless network.

4. EXTENSION TO MULTI-HOP NETWORKS
Up to this point in the paper, we have focused on single-hop

topologies where all the nodes are in the transmission range of the
gateway. In this setting the gateway runs the E&E algorithm and
it only needs one single broadcast message per time slot to inform
all sources of the new rate allocation ~ρ[n]. In multi-hop scenar-
ios the situation differs and rate-limiting solutions generally require
network-wide message passing [9].

We propose to avoid the overhead of network-wide message pass-
ing by taking advantage of the congestion phenomena that natu-
rally appears in multi-hop topologies. To this end, we briefly dis-
cuss the congestion problem and we introduce a mechanism to ef-
ficiently adapt the rate limiters of the relay nodes (i.e., to perform
congestion-control) without any form of message passing or piggy-
backing. Finally, we explain how the coupling of this congestion-
control mechanism with E&E enables us to avoid network-wide
message passing when propagating the fair rate allocations to the
sources.

4.1 Problem Description
Wireless networks typically use distributed MAC protocols (e.g.

CSMA/CA) that have been proven to suffer from congestion when
no counter-measure is applied [2]. In wired networks, the queuing
policy is the key factor for unfairness. A well-known solution is to
use fair queuing: one queue per-flow is maintained and the queues
are scheduled in a round-robin fashion [7, 16]. In wireless net-
works, fair queuing is required but not sufficient by itself to ensure
fairness among flows. Indeed, ensuring fairness depends both on
the MAC and the queuing policy [9]. Figure 4 shows experimental
results that illustrate how fair queuing fails to achieve fairness when
a 1-hop flow competes with a 3-hop flow even if it is max-min fair
when a 1-hop flow competes with a 2-hop flow 3.
3Demo at: http://icawww1.epfl.ch/NetController/ (Video 1)
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Figure 4: End-to-end throughput in a line topology (shown
above) with a single-hop and a multi-hop UDP flow (2- or 3-
hop) with the standard FIFO policy (left) and with fair queuing
(right). Fair queuing achieves max-min fairness for the 2-hop
case, but fails to prevent starvation in the 3-hop case. Results in
the top-right picture (b) look identical, but it is only an artifact
of the scale of the picture. Smaller scale plots show differences.

In order to solve this flow starvation problem without requiring
network-wide message passing, we propose to use the E&E algo-
rithm and to combine it with a passive hop-by-hop congestion con-
trol algorithm that we describe in the next section.

4.2 Intra-Flow Congestion Control
Considering a single multi-hop flow, the goal of intra-flow con-

gestion control is to create a smooth packet flow with low end-to-
end delays and high throughput. We use a hop-by-hop approach
where the rates of the source and of its relay nodes are adapted
to maintain a small (but non-zero) number of packets in the relay
queues. Obviously, the last node just before the gateway is not rate
limited by this mechanism.

We denote by qj
i the number of packets that are contained in the

queue of flow i at node j and by si(j) the index of the next-hop
(or successor) of node j for flow i. We will drop the index i if it is
clear from the context. For instance, qs(j)

i is the size of the queue
for flow i at the next-hop of node j.

For each flow i traversing node j, our algorithm sets the rate ρj
i

of the rate limiter (see Figure 3) according to the size qs(j)
i of the

next-hop queue. Hence, our solution comprises two phases: (i) a
passive estimation of qs(j)

i , without message-passing, and (ii) the
adaptation of ρj

i .
The first phase follows a methodology similar to our previous

work on EZ-flow [3], but with the advantage of not requiring two
wireless interfaces. For each flow i, each node j maintains a list
of packet-identifiers (e.g., UDP or TCP checksums) of the last P
successfully transmitted packets (typically, P = 100). In addi-
tion, each node runs in promiscuous mode and attempts to over-
hear packets forwarded by the next-hop node si(j). Whenever
a forwarded packet is overheard, j can use the packet-identifier
list to compute an estimate of the occupancy qs(j)

i of the next-

T3

T2

T1

Rate allocation based on the next-hop queue

Exponential decrease region

Linear decrease region

Stable regime region

Linear increase region

Figure 5: Mechanism used by the network-layer congestion-
control scheme to adapt the rate ρj

i of the rate limiter based on
the next-hop queue q̄j

s(i).

hop queue. Node j simply counts how many packet identifiers
have been added to the list since the identifier of the last overheard
packet was added. This method assumes that the next-hop node
uses the standard FIFO queuing policy.

For each flow i at node j, the second phase uses the estimates
of qs(j)

i to adapt ρj
i . For a flow i, an update of the rate limiter

parameter ρj
i is performed every R packets that are overheard from

si(j). Let T1 < T2 < T3 denote queue thresholds and q̄s(j)
i the

per-flow time-averaged occupancy of qs(j)
i computed over the last

R overheard packets. Whenever an update occurs, one of these four
cases takes place:

1. q̄s(j)
i ≤ T1: The queue at the next-hop is under-utilized and

should be increased (positive expected drift). Thus, if the
node has packets in its own queue, ρj

i is linearly increased.

2. T1 < q̄s(j)
i < T2: The queue at the next-hop is neither

empty nor overflowing. This is a desirable situation and ρj
i

should remain unchanged (zero expected drift).

3. T2 ≤ q̄s(j)
i ≤ T3: The queue at the next-hop builds up

and ρj
i should be decreased (negative expected drift). As

q̄s(j)
i ≤ T3, a small decrease of ρj

i might be enough to main-
tain a reasonable number of packets at node i: ρj

i is linearly
decreased.

4. T3 > q̄s(j)
i : The next-hop queue is close to overflowing

(e.g., due to a sudden environmental change) and ρj
i should

be quickly decreased to avoid packet losses (large negative
expected drift): ρj

i is multiplicatively decreased.

The role of T1, T2 and T3 is to describe the number of packets
that need to be maintained in the queues. They depend only on the
buffer size of these queues, which are fixed and known in general.

Finally, in order to avoid the complete starvation of a flow, we
do not allow ρj

i to go below the minimal value of 1 packet per sec-
ond. This is necessary for the nodes to estimate the next-hop queue
occupancies at any time. The parameter R represents a tradeoff
between reactivity and stability: a large R fits a highly stable en-
vironment and smoothes short-term variations. On the contrary,
smaller R values are better for highly time-varying environments
that require a quick reactivity of the protocol. In our experiments,
we set R = 40.
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Figure 6: Map of our 9-node testbed that is composed of Asus
WL-500gP wireless routers.

4.3 Complete Solution: Congestion Control with
Utility Maximization

We propose to couple the mechanism of Section 4.2 with the
E&E algorithm in order to create a complete solution that per-
forms congestion control and utility maximization without requir-
ing network-wide message passing.

When coupling these mechanisms together, the rates ~ρj of the
rate-limiters at node j are set either: (i) remotely (via a broad-
cast message) by the gateway running E&E (if node j is a one-hop
node), or (ii) locally by the congestion-control mechanism based
on the queue size of the next-hop (if node j is more than 1 hop
away from the gateway). Hence, when an allocation is enforced to
the one-hop nodes by E&E it affects the dynamic of their queues.
This change in queue occupancy is then detected by the upstream
nodes running our passive congestion-control mechanism. As a re-
sult, these nodes will also adapt their rate-limiters and through this
process the congestion information (artificially created by the rates
set by E&E) propagates up to the source.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we extensively evaluate our solution on real wire-

less networks using IEEE 802.11 nodes. We begin by studying in
isolation the performance of both the E&E algorithm (in a WLAN
setting) and the congestion control mechanism (in a multi-hop set-
ting). We then evaluate both mechanisms together as a mean to
improve the utility of WMNs when several flows are present in the
system.

5.1 Hardware and Software Description
As depicted in Figure 6, we use 9 IEEE 802.11 nodes of the

multi-hop testbed deployed on the EPFL campus [1]. Each node
is an off-the-shelf Asus WL-500gP wireless router equipped with
a single omni-directional antenna. Each router runs the version
8.09.2 of the openWRT firmware4with the Click modular router [14]
used in user-level mode. We implemented our mechanisms in C
code by creating five new Click elements that use the MultiFlowDis-
patcher [21] functionalities in order to create a new queue at run
time only when the corresponding flow appears at a node. Addi-
tionally, we set the size of the MAC interface queue to 10 packets
and the size of the per-flow buffers to 100 packets. We set the
parameters of the intra-flow mechanism accordingly to maintain a
small amount of packets in the per-flow queues. We use T1 = 20
(a little larger than the MAC queue size to maintain some pack-
ets in the per-flow queue), T2 = 40 and T3 = 80 (close to the
4http://openwrt.org/
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Figure 7: Illustration of the gain in utility achieved by the E&E
algorithm in the scenario of Figure 1. The top figures show
the new throughput allocation achieved with E&E. The bottom
figures show the achieved utility either with E&E or without
E&E (i.e., IEEE 802.11 without rate limitation).

buffer size limit to avoid overflows). We use α = 5, T = 2 and
time slot durations of 5 seconds for the implementation of the E&E
algorithm. The margin δ used to tolerate errors in the compari-
son of ~ρ[n − 1] with the obtained throughput ~x[n − 1] is set to 8
packets/second. In addition, we handle the time variability of the
capacity region by testing the last stable assignment ~r[n] after 10
unsuccessful explore phases, to check if it remains feasible. If ~r[n]
is not feasible anymore, the algorithm starts from the new alloca-
tion ~r[n] = ~x[n− 1]. We also limit the possible loss of the control
messages sent by the gateway by using a pseudo-broadcast packet
(addressed to the neighbor with the weakest link and overheard by
the other nodes), instead of a pure broadcast one. In Sections 5.2
and 5.4, we focus on the proportional fairness utility function Uprop

(given by Eq. 1). Some results using Umax (given by Eq. 2) are
presented in Section 6.

5.2 WLAN Configuration
We evaluate experimentally the performance of E&E in the WLAN

setting by looking at scenarios with respectively 2, 3 and 4 flows
both for the case of UDP and TCP traffic. All node indexes corre-
spond to the topology of Figure 6.

5.2.1 2-Flow Setting
This experiment corresponds to the setting introduced in Fig-

ure 1, where IEEE 802.11 suffers from the rate anomaly problem
(i.e., the flow with the highest physical rate receives the smallest
throughput). In our testbed the two flows are:

• F1: from node 5 to the gateway (physical rate = 1 Mb/s);

• F2: from node 3 to the gateway (physical rate = 11 Mb/s).

We illustrate in Figure 7 the throughput achieved by the sys-
tem when the E&E algorithm is used and the corresponding gain
in utility. We use the proportional utility in this scenario. From
our 1-hour experiment, we note that, both for UDP and TCP traffic,
the system starts from the throughput allocation achieved by IEEE
802.11 and rapidly solves the rate anomaly problem by correctly
rate-limiting the flow with the smallest physical rate. This avoids
the congestion collapse observed in Figure 1 and enables the faster
flow to get a larger share of the airtime, thus significantly increas-
ing its throughput. We see that thanks to proper rate-allocation,
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Figure 8: Illustration of the temporal throughput evolution
when 3 single-hop UDP flows compete for channel access. The
use of E&E allows for a significant gain in utility compared to
IEEE 802.11 alone.

Utility without E&E Utility with E&E
25th percentile 14.03 18.92
median 15.56 19.50
75th percentile 16.28 19.62

Table 1: Proportional utility corresponding to the throughput
depicted in Figure 8 for the 3-flow scenario.

E&E enables the system to increase its proportional utility func-
tion, roughly from 12 to 15. This increase might at first look small,
but we remind the reader that the proportional fairness utility is
expressed in log-scale. This increase from 12 to 15 is actually ob-
tained by dividing the throughput of flow F1 by a factor 2 and by
multiplying the throughput of flow F2 by a factor 4 − 7 (hence
multiplying their product by a factor more than two).

5.2.2 3-Flow Setting
In order to extend our study to a 3-flow scenario, we consider the

following flows:

• F1: from node 5 to the gateway (physical rate = 2 Mb/s);

• F2: from node 1 to the gateway (physical rate = 5.5 Mb/s);

• F3: from node 2 to the gateway (physical rate = 11 Mb/s).

We study this topology with fully saturated UDP traffic and we ac-
tivate the RTS/CTS mechanism, because of the hidden-node con-
figuration between node 5 and the other sources. We repeat our
1-hour experiments both for the case with the E&E algorithm and
without E&E (i.e., IEEE 802.11).

Figure 8 shows that the rate anomaly problem occurs again with
standard IEEE 802.11 in this setting, with the flow with the low-
est physical rate (F1) capturing almost all the airtime. We also
note that the use of the E&E algorithm rapidly improves the perfor-
mance by reaching a higher utility. The corresponding gain in util-
ity (whose statistics are given in Table 1) is obtained by (i) dividing
the throughput of F1 by a factor 2, (ii) multiplying the throughput
of F2 by a factor 6, and (iii) multiplying the throughput of F3 by a
factor 13.

5.2.3 4-Flow Setting
Finally, we study a 4-flow WLAN scenario with the flows:

• F1: from node 5 to the gateway (physical rate = 1 Mb/s);

• F2: from node 4 to the gateway (physical rate = 5.5 Mb/s);

• F3: from node 3 to the gateway (physical rate = 11 Mb/s);
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Figure 9: Illustration of the median throughput (with its 25th

and 75th percentile) achieved in a 4-flow topology when the
E&E algorithm is turned on or off. The left figure shows the
effect on UDP traffic and the right figure shows the effect on
TCP traffic.

UDP w/o E&E UDP with E&E
25th percentile 23.59 25.16
median 23.93 25.34
75th percentile 24.27 25.43

TCP w/o E&E TCP with E&E
25th percentile 23.58 24.57
median 23.75 24.78
75th percentile 23.91 24.91

Table 2: Proportional utility corresponding to the throughput
depicted in Figure 9 for the 4-flow scenario.

• F4: from node 2 to the gateway (physical rate = 11 Mb/s).

In this setting, node 2 is hidden from the other sources, we there-
fore activate the RTS mechanism to avoid packet collisions. Our
results, from four 1-hour experiments, capture the effect of both
TCP vs. UDP and E&E vs. IEEE 802.11. For readability purposes
we depict our results as bar-plots in Figure 9, where we show for
each flow its throughput statistics.

For the case of IEEE 802.11 (without E&E), our measurements
show that the rate anomaly problem occurs again as the flow with
the lowest physical rate (F1) receives a large share of the through-
put. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the largest difference
between UDP and TCP occurs for flows F3 and F4. Although both
flows are set to the same physical rate, we see that with UDP traffic,
flow F4 achieves a higher throughput than F3, but the opposite pre-
vails for TCP traffic. This occurs because the source of F4 (node 2)
is hidden from the other sources. Therefore it senses the medium
to be idle more often than the other sources (e.g., during the RTS
transmissions from nodes 3, 4 and 5). As a result, it ends up (i)
having more frequent access to the channel (because its backoff
counter decrements faster) and (ii) having a larger probability of
suffering from RTS collisions (because it cannot sense the concur-
rent transmission from the other nodes).

With E&E, we observe that the throughput of flow F1 is de-
creased in favor of flows F3 and F4. From Table 2, we see that
the rate allocation enforced by E&E leads to an increase in utility
for both UDP and TCP traffic.

5.3 Congestion Control in WMN
Before considering the utility maximization problem in multi-

hop networks, we first evaluate the efficiency of our intra-flow con-
gestion control mechanism by considering one 4-hop flow (F4) and
one 5-hop flow (F5). These scenarios are relevant because IEEE
802.11 is known to perform poorly and introduce much congestion
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Figure 10: Experimental results for a 4-hop (F4) and a 5-hop
flow (F5). We show the effect of our intra-flow congestion con-
trol described in Section 4.2 (labeled "with c-c") on the queue
size (left) and on the median end-to-end throughput (right) with
the 25th and 75th percentile confidence intervals.

in such configurations [2]. F4 and F5 consist in the following paths
through the network:

• F4: 7→ 6→ 5→ GW → 2;

• F5: 8→ 7→ 6→ 5→ GW → 2.

Note that for the evaluation of our congestion-control mechanism,
we study the performance of each flow when it transmits alone. In
order to fit a 5-hop line in our testbed, the destination of both flows
is node 2 and the node GW is just a regular relay node. To assess
the level of congestion, we look at the queue occupancies at the
relay nodes (the source is fully-backlogged and its queue is full at
all time). Additionally, we look at the end-to-end throughputs. We
run each experiment for 90 minutes and every minute we measure
the queue size and average throughput. Figure 10 shows the median
value with the 25th and 75th percentiles.

We observe that, when UDP is used alone, the queue size of the
first relay of flow F4 (node 6) and of the first and second relays of
flow F5 (nodes 7 and 6) are very close to their size limit and often
overflow. This creates packet losses, waste of efficiency, and high
end-to-end delays.

In contrast, the intra-flow mechanism efficiently performs con-
gestion control by keeping a small queue at every relay node. This
translates into a significant reduction of end-to-end delays, because
both the queuing delay and the traveling delay (i.e., higher end-to-
end throughput) are reduced.

Other solutions exist to achieve congestion-control, the most com-
mon one is TCP. Although TCP may behave relatively well when
only one flow is present, the end-to-end throughput is reduced due
to the explicit ACK messages. Our mechanism performs congestion-
control without suffering from this drawback. It improves the end-
to-end throughput and maintains small queue sizes.
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Figure 11: Starvation problem for Fair Queuing when a 3-hop
UDP flow competes with a 1-hop flow with both flows sharing
the same last-hop (left). The E&E algorithm rate-limits the 1-
hop flow to prevent the starvation of the 3-hop flow (right).
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Figure 12: Illustration of the throughput achieved when 4-hop
UDP flow competes with a 1-hop flow with both flows having
a separated last-hop (left). The E&E algorithm rate-limits the
1-hop flow to deliver more throughput to the 4-hop (right).

In an attempt to assess how close to optimal the obtained through-
puts are, we compute an optimal value as follows: we divide by 3
the capacity of the bottleneck link when transmitting in isolation
(assuming a 2-hop interference model). This represents the best
throughput that one could expect (i.e., it does not consider losses
due to collisions).

We stress that our congestion-control scheme is not intended to
be a replacement of TCP, as we do not focus on reliable in-order
delivery. In fact, our results give us insight into studying mech-
anisms that decouple the goals of congestion-control and reliable
in-order delivery. Indeed our intra-flow mechanism ensures that
packet losses are, to a large extent, not due to buffer overflow (con-
gestion) anymore.

5.4 Utility Maximization in WMN

5.4.1 3-Hop vs. 1-Hop
We begin our evaluation of utility maximization in multi-hop

networks by revisiting the starvation problem presented in Figure 4
by using the following concurrent flows.

• F1: 5→ GW ;

• F3: 7→ 6→ 5→ GW .

In this setting, the physical rate of all nodes is set to 2 Mb/s and
node 5 is the last-hop of both flows. Figure 11 shows the throughput
achieved by each flow when Fair Queuing is used alone (left) and
when the E&E algorithm is run at the gateway (right). Our results
indicate that E&E increases the achieved the utility by (i) dividing
the throughput of flow F1 by a factor 1.5 and (ii) multiplying the
throughput of flow F3 by a factor 4.6.

5.4.2 4-Hop vs. 1-Hop
Finally, we end our experimental study by considering the fol-

lowing concurrent flows.

• F1: 3→ GW ;

• F4: 8→ 7→ 6→ 5→ GW .

In this setting the physical rate is again set to 2 Mb/s for all nodes,
but this time the two flows do not have any node in common. Fig-
ure 12 shows the throughputs achieved when the E&E algorithm is
turned off (left) and on (right). Interestingly, we see that the fact
that the two flows go through disjoint paths improves the through-
put of the multi-hop flow. Yet, the use of E&E further improves the
utility performance by (i) dividing the throughput of flow F1 by a
factor 1.2 and (ii) multiplying the throughput of flow F4 by a factor
1.8.



Figure 13: Simulation-based measurements of the rate region,
along with optimum for the two considered utility functions
(Uprop and Umax). Also shown are the average throughputs
obtained by E&E and 802.11, respectively.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
To corroborate our testbed measurements with results on a more

controlled environment, we perform additional simulations. We
focus on a single-hop scenario with two sources.

6.1 Simulation Settings
The simulations are performed with the ns-3 simulator. We use

the exact same implementation of the E&E algorithm thanks to the
ability of ns-3 to be used with the Click modular router [18]. Our
topology is identical to the scenario of Figure 1, with one source
with a physical rate of 1 Mb/s and one source with a physical rate
of 11 Mb/s.

6.2 Results
In order to benchmark our scheme, we use the fact that the rate

region Λ is significantly less time-varying in simulation than in real
deployments, making it possible to measure Λ. We empirically
sample points on the boundary of the feasible rate region Λ by us-
ing different combinations of source rates. From the rate region Λ,
we find the allocations that provide the optimal utility for the two
functions that we consider, namely proportional fairness (Uprop)
and sum of the throughputs (Umax). Figure 13 depicts the mea-
sured capacity region Λ and the computed optima. It also shows the
average throughputs achieved when E&E is running (for 200 s), for
the two utility functions. We see that E&E adapts extremely well to
the chosen utility and that it manages to obtain average throughputs
close to the optima.

The next experiment is designed to observe the reactivity of E&E
when flows join or leave the system. We performed 10 runs with
different random seeds, and the results turned out to be very similar.
For one of these runs, Figure 14 shows the temporal evolution of
the throughputs obtained by the flows when such events occur, both
for E&E and IEEE 802.11. As expected, we see that IEEE 802.11
reacts immediately to a change in input rate. However, when the
two flows transmit concurrently the performance is relatively poor
as the system suffers from the rate anomaly problem. We note that

Figure 14: Dynamic scenario. The flow at 1 Mb/s is started af-
ter the flow at 11 Mb/s (at 120 s) It is stopped at 300 s. While
802.11 gives the same throughputs to the two flows, E&E con-
verges to a proportionally fair allocation.

contrary to the experimental results of Figure 1, the two flows ob-
tain exactly the same throughput in our ns-3 simulation results. The
explanation for this behavior is that ns-3 does not take into account
the capture effect that significantly impacts the results in practice.
When the 1 Mb/s flow joins the network, E&E starts from an al-
location that is close to the one achieved by 802.11 and gradually
improves the situation. When this flow leaves the network, E&E
quickly recovers its previous allocation.

7. RELATED WORK
The problem of unfairness between flows occurs in both single-

hop topologies, for example due to the rate anomaly problem [12],
or in multi-hop settings [11] and a significant research effort has
been devoted to each scenario.

Different approaches have been followed to tackle unfairness in
single-hop networks (WLAN). For example, the Distributed Fair
Scheduling (DFS) algorithm is proposed and evaluated with sim-
ulations [24]. As opposed to DFS, our approach does not modify
IEEE 802.11 and our evaluation is conducted with both ns-3 sim-
ulations and testbed experiments. More complex WLAN scenar-
ios have been studied such as the multi-AP WLAN setting [4] and
the multi-hop WLAN case [8]. The evaluations of both algorithms
show interesting performance. However, they are solely evaluated
in simulations without real measurements.

Several practical solutions have also been proposed to address
the unfairness and starvation problems in multi-hop networks. Re-
cently, [15] followed a similar rate limiting approach. However,
their method requires determining the optimal rate allocation of-
fline using analytical models, and they provide a proof only for
local convergence. In [9], the Inter-TAP Fairness Algorithm (IFA)
achieves a fair allocation, but this solution requires a large amount
of network-wide message passing (particularly in dynamic scenar-
ios). Indeed, all nodes compute their offered load and capacity,
and they transmit this information to all the other nodes in the net-
work. In [11], the authors identify a starvation problem that oc-
curs when a 2-hop TCP flow competes with one or more 1-hop



TCP flows. Their proposed counter-starvation policy consists in
“increasing the contention window of all the nodes directly con-
nected to the gateway”. This policy definitively provides fairness
improvements but it is topology-dependent and relies on TCP to
deal with congestion (i.e, it does not directly apply to UDP traf-
fic). Another approach for overcoming this unfairness of TCP in
wireless networks is to replace TCP with another transport proto-
col. In [19], the WCP protocol is proposed as a replacement for
TCP. Similarly, [20] introduces a rate-control protocol at the net-
work layer, which estimates the network capacity and adapts the
transmission rate accordingly to avoid congestion. Nevertheless,
this end-to-end methodology is better suited for a static network
than a dynamic one and hop-by-hop approaches have been shown
to potentially provide better performance [28].

Hop-by-hop approaches for congestion control have been stud-
ied both theoretically [5, 10, 17, 22, 27, 29] and experimentally [3,
26]. The analytical approach is to guarantee that any rate in the
capacity region is achievable by using variants of the MaxWeight
scheduling algorithm [17,22]. It is important to point out that these
approaches rely on three fundamental conditions: (i) the set of ac-
tive flows in the network must be static and no flow can appear (or
leave) [25], (ii) all sources should know a priori the capacity re-
gion and (iii) no source can transmit at a rate above capacity. These
strong assumptions are one of the key reasons why these analytical
approaches have not yet been implemented and tested experimen-
tally. Our work fundamentally differs because we do not assume
that the sources know the capacity region nor that they rate-limit
themselves at the capacity of the network. Our mechanisms do not
rely on any assumption about the source behavior and provide both
congestion control and fairness in a distributed manner. There has
been some recent efforts to combine throughput optimal schedul-
ing with congestion control in a way that maximizes a given utility
function [13]. However, their approach remains very theoretical
and, in particular, relies on the assumption that the interference be-
tween the nodes is symmetric and well defined. We take a different
approach, we use the fact that the gateway can naturally act as a
central controller, in order to devise a measurement-based algo-
rithm that maximizes the utility of the network without relying on
any sort of interference model. Two practical approaches that ex-
ist for congestion control are DiffQ [26] and EZ-flow [3] and they
both operate at the MAC layer. Our approach differs as we do not
interact with any parameter of the MAC layer or of the upper lay-
ers.

8. CONCLUSION
We have presented and evaluated the Enhance & Explore algo-

rithm (E&E). It is a practical and adaptive algorithm to maximize
the utility of wireless networks. E&E consists in a succession of
enhance and explore phases. These phases, respectively, (i) try to
improve the utility of the system, and (ii) find allocations, within
the unknown rate region, that achieve the targeted utility. We have
formally proved that E&E converges to an optimal allocation when
the rate region is fixed. When the rate region is time-varying, E&E
keeps adapting the rate vector in the direction of the best alloca-
tion currently sustainable by the system. A notable feature of E&E
is that it starts from the allocation given by the underlying MAC
layer, and continues to improve the utility from this point. This en-
sures that, even if an optimal allocation might be reached only for
long-lived flows whose duration exceeds the transient phase of the
adaptive algorithm, it is not at the expense of short-lived flows. In
addition, it incurs very small overhead (one message per time unit)
and it is transparent to the rest of the networking stack.

To handle the case of multi-hop networks and propagate the rate

allocations without incurring network-wide message passing, we
have also proposed an extension of E&E that consists in a congestion-
control scheme. This scheme is passive and only requires the nodes
to listen to transmissions of their next-hop neighbors in order to in-
fer their queue occupancy. These nodes then adapt their flow rates
accordingly to prevent congestion.

We have evaluated our schemes on a testbed of IEEE 802.11
nodes and also using ns-3 simulations. The testbed measurements
show that E&E manages to rate-limit the flows in a way that is nei-
ther too conservative, nor subject to congestion collapse. We con-
sidered two different utility functions, namely proportional fairness
and the sum of the throughputs, in a variety of scenarios. In each
case, E&E significantly increases the network utility. The simula-
tion results show that E&E steadily converges to optimal rate allo-
cations.
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APPENDIX
We describe the SAMPLE_RANDOM_POINT(~g[n]) procedure used
by the E&E algorithm at line 31 to return a randomly chosen point
in the level set L(U(~g[n])). The main requirement for this pro-
cedure is that any non-empty subset of the (bounded) level set
L(U(~g[n])) has a non-zero Lebesgue measure. To this end, we
propose an algorithm that returns a point having utility U(~g[n])
(hence, a point in L(U(~g[n]))), with F − 1 coordinates being
chosen according to a Gaussian distribution centered at the corre-
sponding coordinates of ~g[n], and one coordinate chosen determin-
istically. The details of SAMPLE_RANDOM_POINT(~g[n]) are pre-
sented in Algorithm 2. The procedure SAMPLE_GAUSSIAN(a, b, µ, σ)
returns a value in the interval [a, b] randomly picked according to
a (truncated) Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard de-
viation σ. Note that σ is a parameter that allows to tune the extent
with which the explore phases pick points that are far away from
the last attempted gradient ascent ~g[n]. In our implementation, we
use σ = µ/3.

Algorithm 2 SAMPLE_RANDOM_POINT(~g[n])
1: pick d uniformly in {1, . . . , F}
2: for i = 1 to F do
3: if i 6= d then
4: b← u−1

i

“

U(~g[n])−
P

j∈{1,...,i−1}\d uj(pj)
”

5: pi ← SAMPLE_GAUSSIAN(0, b, gi, σ)
6: end if
7: end for
8: pd ← u−1

d

“

U(~g[n])−
P

j∈{1,...,F}\d uj(pj)
”

9: return ~p
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